
  

   
    

  

    
  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

    

 

  

  

  

 

University of I 
Pl.ttsburgh Office of ~iversity 

and Inclusion Exception Request Form 

The EIT Accessibility Policy allows for exceptions if certain circumstances are demonstrated.   To 
demonstrate that any of those circumstances exist, purchasers and developers of EIT must complete the 
EIT Exceptions form and submit it to ODI for review. 

ODI, in consultation with CSSD, Purchasing Services and other relevant parties, will review the exception 
request and make a determination.  Written decisions and rationale will be shared with requester.  If the 
exception is granted, departments/units/schools may move forward with purchasing the EIT product. 

Requestor Info 

Name: 

Job title: 

Email: 

Phone: 

School, unit or department: 

EIT Info 

Product/Service Name: 

Description and intended use: 

EIT Type: 

Third party or vendor name and contact info: 

Scope of EIT (select all that apply) 

Public facing, high traffic 

Public facing, moderate traffic 

Public facing, low traffic 

Internal use, high number of users 

Internal use, low number of users 



  

   

  

  

   

 

  

 

 

        

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

    

   

   

 

 

   

 

Used by students 

Required to perform an essential job function 

Used in staff development or training 

Mission critical for service delivery 

Used by only one person 

Known accessibility barriers: 

Have you investigated other products which perform a similar function? Are they accessible? Explain: 

Justification for Exception 

Reason for exception (select all that apply) 

Cost prohibitive 

Marketplace lacks accessible products 

Large programming impact 

Nearing end of life cycle 

Underlying technology not accessible 

Other - Please Explain: 

Estimated cost to bring EIT into compliance: 

Plans to make EIT accessible in the future (attach roadmap if available): 

Supporting information for justification: 



 

 

   

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

   

  

  

 

 

  

Equivalent alternate access plan 

Known accessibility issues of EIT: 

Responsible person: 

Describe what will be provided and how the equivalent access will be communicated: 

Required resources (training, staff, equipment): 

Additional Details 

Attach compliance documentation (VPAT or checklist) and any other supporting documentation 

Unit Head Name: 

Unit Head Signature: 

Date: 
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	Name: John Doe
	Job Title: Program mananger
	Email: jdoe@pitt.edu
	School, unit, or department: Office of Diversity and Inclusion
	Product: Blackboard Learn
	Description: Blackboard is the primary learning management system (LMS) in use at Pitt. It is used for all Pitt Online course materials as well as hundreds of other courses throughout the university that share materials online.
	EIT Type: [Software]
	Vendor contact: Blackboard -Generic Salesman -sales@blackboard.com -555-555-5555
	Public facing, high traffic: Off
	Public facing, moderate traffic: Off
	Public facing, low traffic: Off
	Internal use, high number of users: Yes
	Internal use, low number of users: Off
	Used by Students: Yes
	Required to perform an essential job function: Off
	Used in staff development or training: Off
	Mission critical for service delivery: Yes
	Used by only one person: Off
	Known barriers: Some images lack alt text; lacks visual focus with keyboard use; some items (non essential) cannot be selected using the keyboard
	Other products: Yes. Other industry-leading LMSes were considered including Canvas and Desire2Learn. All of these products had some accessibility barriers, though not always the same ones as Blackboard. Blackboard was selected because it best met our functional requirements and did not have significantly more accessibility issues.
	Cost prohibitive: Off
	Marketplace lacks accessible products: Off
	Large programming impact: Yes
	Nearing end of life cycle: Off
	Underlying technology not accessible: Off
	Other: Off
	Explain: 
	Cost: N/A -we have no power to force a huge company like Blackboard to become accessible. Any costs would be caused by the programmatic impact of switching to a new LMS.
	Roadmap: Blackboard is committed to accessibility and continues to refine their product. Details about their roadmap can be found here:https://community.blackboard.com/groups/productroadmaps/content?filterID=contentstatus%5Bpublished%5D~objecttype~showall
	Supporting info: The University has been using Blackboard for a number of years. To switch to a new LMS would have huge programmatic impacts. Content would need to be migrated, faculty and staff would need to be trained, and technical implementation and onboarding could take months.
	Known accessibility issues of EIT: Some images lack alt text; lacks visual focus with keyboard use; some items (non essential) cannot be selected using the keyboard
	Responsible person: John Doe
	Describe access plan: Students who are unable to navigate any essential elements of blackboard will be provided with course materials through an alternate delivery method (email). Because most of blackboard is accessible, they will still be able to participate in a variety of online course activities. A notice about alternate access for materials will be placed on the course syllabus and communicated during the first class session.
	Required resources: N/a
	Unit Head Name: John Doe's Boss
	Date_af_date: 10/29/2019
		2019-10-29T13:51:33-0400
	Angela Bedford-Jack


	Phone: 555-555-5555


